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The reliability of maintained systems is considered. A “continuity theorem” is presented which 
states that the stochastic behavior~of a maintained system depends continuously on the stochastic 
behavior of its components. Examples of maintained systems with IFR complonent lifetimes and 
exponential repair times are presented for which time until first system failure is not NRU. 
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0. Introduction 
Several authors [l, 2,4,9, 12,131 consider coherent systems in which some of the 
components are repairable. A general model is as follows [2]: Component positions 
1 through k are filled with repairable components with lifetime distributions fi and 
repair time distributions Gi, i = 1,2,. . . , k. Components k + 1 through k + m are 
nonrepairable with lifetime distributions Fi, i = k + 1,. . . , k + m. Components 
function indeyeendently of each other, continuing to function while other compo- 
nents are being repaired. Barlow and Proschan [2] show that the time until first 
system failure (starting with all new components) is NBU-when the repair times are 
DFR and component lifetimes are exponential. They conjecture that this is also 
true for IFrR component lifetimes. The purpose of this paper is to present 
counterexamples to this conjecture. Other examples will also show that increased 
repair rates do not necessarily result in greater system reliability or availability for 
repairable systems with IFR components. In the course of verifying these examples 
a “continuity theorem” for coherent maintained systems is presented, which in 
effect says that systems with the same structure function and approximately equal 
component distributions will have approximately the same system behavior. 
* Partially Iupported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract NOOO14-76-C-0843. Reproduc- 
tion in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government. 
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eterministic examples (l-out-of-2 systems) 
Consider a l-out-of-2 system with independent component lifetimes and repair 
times. Following the notation of the introduction, let 
F;(f) = f ,.,(t), G,(t) = 1 - exp( - hd), 
K(t) = l[o*P)(f)r Gz( t) = 1 - exp( - hzt) 
(1 1) . 
Note that both F1 and Fz are IFR as defined for arbitrary distributions by Barlow 
and Proschan [lJ, p. 54. At time 0 the system consists of new components. Let H be 
the cdf of the time until first system failure, L. The reliability of the system for the 
period [0, t] is R (t) = 1 - H(t) = fi( t). The system is NBU if B(s + t) s #i(t)&) 
for all S, t a 0. Availability of the system, A(t), in (0, t] equals the amount of time 
which the system functions during [0, t]; it is a random variable. (P(A (t) = t) = 
R(t).) We consider two special cases: the first is not NBU; in the second case the 
reliability decreases for certain increases in repair rate. 
Example. (i) Let the constants in equation (1.1) be: 
aI = 10, A,= 1, a2=9, &=O.l. (I 2) . 
Let RI (R2) be the first repair time of the first (second) compone,rt, hen 
and 
P(L > 11) = P(R*d 1) = 1 - exp( - h2) = 0.095 
Thus 
= exp( - 2hl) - exp( - 8h,) = 0.135. 
(L >22( L > 11) = R(22)/1?(11)> R(11) 
and the system is not NBU. 
(ii) Let the constants in equation (1 .l) be: 
al = 2, AI = variable, a2 = 4, AZ = 0.1. r. (1 ) . 
Again letting L equal the time until first system failure and R, (Rz) equal the first 
repair time for the first (second) component, hen tht: event (L > 5) is equivalent to 
the event 
Using the independence of 2 gives 
(L ‘5) = 1 - exp( - %) - Al(A, + 
If A2 = 0.1, then Table 1 gives r various values of Al: 
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0.5 0.6 0:i 0.8 0.9 1.0 
0.256 0.267 0.272 0.271 0.266 0.258 
Thus increasing Al does not necessarily iacreasc (stochastically) the time until first 
system failure. Nor does it necessarily increase availability because P(A (5) = 5) = 
P(L a 5). 
2. A continuity theorem for maintained systems 
The examples in the previous ections are quite special: their components have 
deterministic lifetimes. We desire examples with random lifetimes which are IFR; 
in particular, it would be nice to find an example with absolutely continuous 
lifetime distributions and furthermore with bounded failure iates. To verify the 
existence of such examples the following theorem is useful. 
Continuity Theorem 2.1. A coherent system .&, consists of k repairable components 
and m nonrepairable components with component lifetime distributions Fo,i, i = 
192 , . . . , k + m, and component repair time distributions G, i, i = 1,2,. . . , k, suck that 
Fo. i (0) = 0 and Go, i (0) = 0. At time 0 all components are new. Let Lo be the time until 
first system failure and A,(t) be the system availability in [0, t]. Suppose that the 
system 2, has the same structure function as & with component lifetime and repair 
distributions F”.i, i = 1,2,. . . , k + m, and G, ,, i = 1,2,. . . , k. Suppose that F, i -% &, i 
and Gn, i -% Go,* as R --, 00 for all i. Let A,,(t) equal the system availability in ‘[0, t ] id? 
&. Then A,(t) -% A,,(t) as n + 00. Let L, be the time until first system failure of 2,. Lf 
diflerent components of ZO hat 2 simultaneous state-transitions with probability 0, 
then L, %LO as n+oo. “-%” signifies convergence in distribution. 
Proof. 
cdf F,,, 
1 = 0, 1, 
Letting 
For integers n 2 0, 1 G i s k, j 2 1, let Qi,i be independent lifetimes with 
and R’,,i independent component repair times with cdf G-i- Define 
T’,‘i = i (ai,,,+ R’,,), T$’ = Tzi+ Q’,‘: 
j-1 
2 ,... . For each i, n, { T’,,i, j = 0, I, 2, . . . } is an alternating renewal process. 
n -+ 00, the finite dimensional distributions of these sequences converge to 
those of (T&i, j = 0, 1,2,. . .}, for each i = 1,2,. . . , k, because the summands 
converge in distribution. The f.d.d.‘s are convergence-determining for the product 
topology on R” ([3], p. 19) thus 
{T!z,, j=O,1,2,...) + {T&i, j=O,1,2 ,... } 


FZ.i s (Fihi - 4.i (Q))/(l - F&i(O)), 
Gz,i = 2 F~,i(OY-‘(l- Fbi(O))Gz!i 
i=l 
where G*j is the j-fold convolution. A system with lifetime and repairtime cdf’s 
Fz,i and Gz,i will have. the same distributions of time until first system failure and 
system availability as a system with cdf’s Fn i and Gh i l If F,,, i -% Fo, i, Gh i f: Go, 1 9 
ad Fn i (@) * Fo. i(0) as n + 06, then Fz,$ F$,i and 0X.i; GX,i and Theorem 2.1 is 
applicable I 
Barlow and Proschan [l], chapter 7, describe some other models for maintained 
systems for which analogous continuity theorems hould hold, 
other continuity theorems may be found in [6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 17, 19, 201 and the 
references contained therein. The processes X,, n B 0, in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
are actually generalized semi-Markov processes; thus Theorem 2.1 is contained as a 
special case of continuity theorems proved by Whitt [20] and Hordijk and 
SchGssberger [6]. However the proof of Theorem 2.1 is much simpler than that 
rquired for the general processes treated in these papers. 
“. 
QUS distributions whit 
The exampies in Section 1 were pathological in the setise of havihg degenerate 
distributions. in this section the existence of less pathological exampies is verified 
using the continuity theorem (Theorem 2.1). in particular, the &generate distribti- 
!%?~f. Folk~s immediately from definitions. 
Now we reconsider Example (i) of Section 1. Let & be a l-out-of-2 system with 
distributions given by (1.I) and (1.2). Let E, be a l-out-of-2 system: component #1 
has failure rate function ra,,“( 0) and component #2 has failure rate function tGz,.( l ) 
(as defined in Lemma 3.1). Let the repair distributions of 2, be itkntical :o those sf 
&. Then the Continuity Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 imply L, -% I_,“, as n--,m. 
It is easy to see that &, is continuous at t = 11 and 22. Thus lim,,, &Jr) = I;,,(r) 
for t = 11,22. This, plus the fact that F’(22) > [&,(ll)]*, implies that there exists an 
N such that for n 2 iv, &(22) > [F&(11)]*. Thus there exists a l-out-of-2 system, 
&, whose component lifetimes are IFR (with rate bounded away from 0 and 00) and 
exponential repair times such that system lifetime is not NBU. 
In light of this example for bounded failure rates, there may no: exist any useful 
general restrictions on component lifetime distributions which guarantee NBU 
system lifetime, except the assumption of Barlow and Proschan [2] of exponential 
lifetime distributions. 
A similar analysis based on Example (ii) of Section 1 verifies the existence of a 
similar l-out-of-2 system with nondegenerate IFR component l&times and expo- 
nential repair times for which increased repair rates lead to lower system reliability 
and availability. 
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